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Glee Club 
Presents mmm anii0pur •'The Mikado" 
VOLUME 38 WINTER PARK, FLORIDA. MARCH 7, 1934 
World 
Flashes 
From the UnitedPress 
HAVANA, March 7.—Military 
authorities hastily gathered tear 
and nauseous gas bombs today, 
and held soldiers alert in anticipa-
tion of serious riots as a result of 
a strike that Is assuming major 
proportions. No newspaper has 
appeared since Sunday. The 
absence of authentic news bred 
fantastic rumors and anxiety. 
WASHINGTON, March 7.— 
Plans for the nationalization of 
the country's forests, with gov-
ernment taking over timber land 
nowf privately owned is being for-
mulated and may be proposed later 
in the year as an administration 
policy, it was learned today. The 
plan is now help up pending ob-
servation of results under the 
NRA code. The government would 
assume ownership of all timber 
lands on an elective basis. There 
would be nothing compulsory. The 
price paid would be the rate now 
received for timber in national 
NEW YORK, March 7.—Scant 
army pay has been totally insuf-
ficient to meet the new expenses 
incurred in flying the air mail. 
This lack of funds has plunged 
pilots into debt, fliers of Newark 
Airport and Floyd Bennett Field 
said today. 
WASHINGTON, March 7 . -
There were indications in the capi-
tal today that the possibility of 
the enactment of the compulsory 
30-hour-week bill may frighten 
industry into accepting the less 
drastic Roosevelt plan of a shorter 
week to create more jobs. Many 
believed that Congress is moving 
on industry with the big stick. 
AMERICAN 
ARTISTS 
By ALICE ROHE 
United Press Writer 
William Glackens is a 100 per 
cent American painter. 
Although Renoir's discoveries 
in light and form influenced 
his later period Glackens' en-
tire work remains essentially 
American. 
Perhaps the special quality of 
his humor, with which he im-
bues his scenes from life, sug-
gests this. Certainly the gaiety 
and joy which emanate from 
his canvasses have no continen-
tal flavor. 
Glackens is no introspective 
brooder, no visualizer of "states 
of mind." He paints life as he 
sees it and he sees it with the 
kindly eye of an artist whose 
oi)ly use for paint is to depict 
Nature. 
William Glackens was one of 
that famous Philadelphia group 
in which Henri, Sloan, Luks, 
Shinn were conspicuous. Later 
they were of the eight Ameri-
cans whose exhibitions definitely 
launched the realist movement 
in this country. Glackens was 
born in the Quaker City, where 
his Dutch ancestors had lived 
for generations. Like John 
5>loan he earned his living as a 
newspaper artist while he stud-
ied painting sporadically a t the 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine 
Arts. In 1895 he went to Paris 
where he studied independei^tly. 
On his return he was first hu-
morous artist on the New York 
Sunday World, later illustrator 
for the Herald and McClures 
Magazine, and was sent to Cuba 
during the Spanish War. He is 
the pioneer of the present 
school of illustrating though his 
work was not at first considered 
"pretty." His book illustrations 
through their realism, are cred-
ited with contributing to the 
change in writing which began 
at this time. The old newspaper 
days when he had to have the 
photographic accuracy of a 
camera has given Glackens his 
(Continued on Page 3) 
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EXERCISES TO 
BEPRESENIED 
Gov. Sholtz and Count Rene 
d*e Chambrun to Parti-
cipate in Program 
Next Saturday and Sunday, Rol 
lins College will hold its third 
annual exercises commemorative 
of the French in Florida. Whil. 
the unsuccessful attempts of thi 
Huguenots to establish a colony on 
the St. Johns River thirty-three 
years prior to the founding 
Jamestown do not constitute 
important development of America, 
they are fraught with perilous 
adventures and present scenes 
both romantic and tragic. As such 
they have a rightful place in the 
background of Florida. -
These ceremonies are linked this 
year with a series of programs be-
ing held throughout the country 
marking the centennial of the 
death of Lafayetrte. Featuring this 
part of the Rollins program will 
be an address by a distinguished 
descendant of the great French-
man, Count Rene de Chambrun, 
who is also a nephew of the late 
Speaker Nicholas Longworth. 
Thomas P. Johnson, president of 
the student body, and Gordon 
Spence, president of the French 
Club, represent the undergrad-
uates on a general committee which 
has the arrangement in hand, 
this committee consisting of Prof. 
A. J. Ha ch; Miss An 
nie Russell, Baron d'Estoumelles 
de Constant, Mrs. A. E. Dick, Mrs. 
J. C. Chase, Colonel E. C. Leonard, 
Dr. E. S. Meyer and Gordon 
Spence. 
Herman Siewert will open the 
general program Saturday after-
noon with a special vesper serv-
ice in the Chapel, with selections 
from French composers, especial-
ly of the Lafayette period. 
Unique in its arrangements and 
significance will be the annual Al-
liance Francaise dinner Saturday 
evening at the Virginia Inn. All 
(Continued on page 2) 
Flamingo Notice 
MARIE THERESA 
15 
Well-Known Solo Dancer to 
Appear at Theatre 
Marie Theresa, who will be 
presented by Miss Annie Russell 
in a dance recital in the Annie 
Russell Theatile a t Rollins Col-
lege Thursday night, March 
15, was formerly a distinguished 
member of the famous ensemble 
of the six Duncan Dancers, and is 
today one of the few solo dancers 
devoted to the creation of new 
forms and ideas. 
In the opinion of Maria Theresa, 
the aim of the dance is to render 
the drama of music visible to the 
eye as it is sensible to the ear, 
just as the music of words in ordi-
nary drama is revealed and trans-
muted into an intenser reality 
through the gestures and motions 
of the actor. 
Starting her career as a child, 
Maria Theresa can now look back 
on two decades of extraordinary 
success throughout Euitope and 
America. An enthusiastic public, 
eager to see the Dance rise above 
e technical and anecdotal 
demonstration to the truthful in-
terpretation of great musical 
masterpieces, has wholeheartedly 
approved her decision, to devote 
herself entirely to solo dandng in 
the further development of ,her 
art. 
Her first solo dance, at Smith 
College in Northampton, Mass., 
an overwhelming success. Fol-
lowing this spectacular triumph 
th appearances at the Neighbor-
hood Playhouse and the Garrick 
Theatre in New York, Mme. 
Theresa has won for her ar t with 
•qual force the approval of the 
New York public and critics. 
Entries are . now being re-
ceived for the Rollins division 
of the Stoi-y Magazine's College 
Short Story Contest, announc-
ed in the February Flamingo. 
Inasmuch as no college may 
submit more than two entries, 
a comprehensive preliminary 
selection is necessary. Profes-
sors Burton and Cranberry 
and the Editor of the Flamingo 
will judge all Rollins manu-
scripts turned in to them be-
fore the first of April. 
There is no ban on stories 
which have already appeared in 
the college magazine during the 
current school year, although 
for the sake of expediency stu-
dent authors are requested to 
indicate the name and issue 
I number of any story which they 
wish to be given special con-
sideration. 
A recent communication from 
the Editors of Story states: "It 
is likely that tbe judges will be 
more favorably inclined toward 
authentic writing rather than 
clever story making; truth and 
sincerity, presented with skill, 
are important factors"' 
Dr. Hawes, 'Mikado' 
Selections, Featured 
On RollinsRadio Hour 
An exceptional Rollins radio 
program came from WDBO in Or-
lando Friday evening. Many 
singers in this week's "Mikado", 
sponsored by the Rollins Glee Club, 
opened the program with two gay 
favorites of this Gilbert and Sul-
livan operetta, including "Three 
Little Maids from School," and 
the Lord High Executioner's 
song. 
Dr. Albert M. Hawes represent-
ed the Rollins faculty for the eve-
ning in an enlightening discussion 
of the stars which are particularly 
interesting to observe from Flori-
da in March. She mentioned stars 
in the great dipper, Castor, Pollux, 
interesting Orion and the planets 
which are conspicuous by their 
absence, since they are seen only 
before dawn. 
The singers continued with the 
song of the court maidens, and 
the quartet's "Madrigal," from the 
operetta. 
The announcers for the evening 
were Gordon Jones and David 
Bothe. 
"Mikado" Cast Gives 
Skits from Operetta 
At Theatre Meeting 
On Wednesday morning, March 
7, the students of Rollins gather-
ed together at the Bleachers, down 
by the lake front, for an all-
college sing. 
The purpose of this assembly 
was to encourage group singing 
in the college. 
On the program were included 
folk songs, negro spirituals, 
rounds catches, vocal battles and 
humming and whistling. 
A spice of variety was added to 
the program when the Mikado 
cast presented a few skits from 
the forthcoming production. Those 
presented were: three little maids 
trio, trio of Pish-Tush, Pooh-Bah 
and Nanki Pooh. Miss Marion 
Perry was the accompanist. 
Sung on the program was: 
Solomon-Levy, and The Spanish 
Cavalier. These two songs made 
up the vocal battle. Also Swing 
Low Sweet Chariot, Deep River, 
Carry Me Back to Old Virginy', 
Long, Long Trial, Song of the 
Mummy, Old Black Joe and Love's 
Old Sweet Song. 
This was the first of the college 
sings and it is hoped that these 
sings will be presented once a 
month from now on. 
Any suggestion as to the con-
ducting or material for these pro-
grams will be gladly received. 
F, B. Kellogg Gives Views 
On Some Current Problems 
By A. D. BOTHE 
To obtain an interview with an 
internationally famous man, when 
every one else is trying to talk to 
him at the same time is a rather 
difficult and trying problem. I ex-
perienced such a problem Monday 
morning when I tried to get the 
views of Frank B. Kellogg, inter-
national diplomat and former 
Secretary of State, on a few of 
the current problems of today. 
When I approached him, the noted 
statesman was surrounded on all 
sides by the Winter Park social 
leaders, who crowded about him 
as bees flock about a bowl of 
honey. However, I was able to get 
in a question or two while Mr. 
Kellogg was beating a hasty re-
treat to the safer confines of his 
waiting automobile. 
"What do you think of the 
Hitler situation in Europe," I ask-
ed as we hurried past the doors 
of the theatre. 
"Well," he answered, slowing 
down a little, "it isn't nearly as 
dangerous as the American news-
papers would have us think. Adolph 
Hitler doesn't want war, and 
I know the German people don't. 
I feel that I am pretty well ac-
quainted with Germany and the 
German people." 
Here we paused for a few min-
utes while a few more socialites 
fluttered up to be introduced. 
Following this brief interlude, I 
placed this question: "Will the 
recent uprisings in Austria tend 
to disrupt international peace?" 
"No," replied Mr Kellogg, " I 
don't think so, and this is the rea-
son: The uprisings in a great 
many of the countries, you know 
the ones I mean, are the result of 
economic conditions instead of 
political difficulties." 
By this time we had reached our 
objective, namely the waiting 
automobile, but before the diminu-
tive former Secretary of State 
could fllimb in I popped one last 
quiery. 
"Do you think inflation will 
succeed under the present plan?" 
"That," he said, "is too big a 
question to answer here. But, I 
will say this. I don't think the 
president is lit favor of green 
back inflation. That would be tru-
ly disastrous." 
With that Mr. Kellogg got into 
the car and headed for the coun-
try club to play golf in ^.le beauti-
ful Florida sunshine. 
Mrs. Roosevelt at Puerto Rico 
PORT AU PRINCE, Haiti, 
March 7.—Mrs. Franklin D. 
Roosevelt left here a t 6:30 a. m. 
on a 400 mile seaplane flight to 
San Juan, Puerto Rico where she 
will study conditions in the Ameri-
"POP" CONCERT 
SEES OVER 300 
R*^creation Hall Is Scene of 
Great Social Function 
The "Pop" Concert, Winter 
Park's greatest social function of 
the season, was held last Thursday 
evening at Recreation Hall. Dur-
ing the concert tha guests sat at 
various tables arranged on both 
sides of a center aisle. The Hall 
was decorated with many flags. 
Over 300 people attended, most of 
them in costume. 
The concert began with the 
triumphant entry of Dr. and Mrs. 
Holt as General George Wash-
ington and Martha Washington 
announced by Gordon Spence also 
dressed in a dashing colonial cos-
tume. They were accompanied by 
the symphony orchestra. Baron 
d'Estoumelles as Lafayette and 
his wife as Miss Curtis were an-
nounced next. Following them 
came Mr. Hugh McKean and Miss 
Wynat also in colonial costumes. 
The first number on the pro-
gram was "Finlanda" sung beau-
tifully by Madame Sundelius. The 
second number was a fascinating 
Russian Rhaspody danced by the 
charming Miss Barbara Parsons. 
(Continued on Page 2) 
AUCTION HELD 
IN ART SCHOOL 
S t u d e n t A w a r d s Given A t 
A r t E x h i b i t i o n 
Tuesday evening, March 6 mark-
ed the peak of the activities so-
cially and academically of the Rol-
lins Art Studio. The Rollins admin-
istration and faculty, the Tuesday 
evening lecture course of the col-
lege, and Winter Park joined the 
ar t studio instructors and the 
Student Association in honoring 
the Student Exhibition which was 
held in the studio gallei-y. 
The program for the evening in-
cluded a reception, brief addresses, 
annual student exhibition awards, 
and an auction of some of the 
various works of students. Miss 
Edith Fairfax Davenport of Zell-
wood spoke on "Art in Every Day 
Life" and Mrs. Herman Kelly gave 
a brief address on "The Aims and 
•Ambitions of a College Art De-
partment." 
Students were awarded first and 
second choices and honorable men-
tion covering each line of art rep-
resented in the exhibition. Pres. 
Holt presided over the Jury of 
Awards which was composed of 
Mr. Robert Gauley, chairman, Mr. 
(Continued on Page 2) 
Organ Vespers 
Wednesday, March 7th, 1934. 
5:30 o'clock. 
1. Pomp and Circumstance .... 
„__ Edward Elgar 
Military March, No. 1, (Op. 39) 
(The death of Elgar, English 
composer, occurred in Worcester, 
England, Feb. 23, at the age of 
77). 
2. Up the Saguenay, Alex Russell 
from St. Lawrence sketches. 
3 The Carnival of the Animals 
- St. Saens 
a) The Elephant b) The Swan 
4. Chorale Prelude on the tune—-
—- Healey Willan 
"Andernach" 
5. Toccata and Fugue in D minor 
_ Bach 
(repeated by request) 
6. a) The Birth of Morn „.. Leoni 
b) Soft footed Snow ....Torsleff 
c) I Love Thee Grieg 
(sung in Swedish) 
c) The Year's at the Spring —-
— Beach 
Marie Sundelius, soprano. 
Saturday, March 10, 4 o'clock. 
1. Selections from "Les Hugue-
nots" ,___ _ __ Meyerbeer 
Overture, Andantino, Allegro, 
Romance Cavatina, Wedding 
Procession. 
2. Allegro Giusto, from ,.__ Debussy 
Petite Suite 
3. Solo by Bruce Dougherty, tenor 
4. Sonata I, Movement I __ 
Guilmant 
5. a) Elegie Massenet 
b) Ouvres Tes Yeux Bleux 
.... — ~ Massenet 
Jeanette Houghton, contralto 
''Mikado" Promises Fine 
Comical Entertainment 
Thursday and Friday the 
Emperor of Japan and all his 
court will arrive at the Annie Rus-
sell Theatre for your entertain-
ment, his majesty and his ma-
jesty's subjects being personified 
by the Rollins College Glee Clubs. 
The success of the Glee Clubs' 
operetta last year is largely re-
sponsible for the fact that "The 
Mikado" is being presented this 
year. 
Long before Christmas, strains 
of Gilbert and Sullivan's nonsense 
were drifting across the campus 
from tbe Conservatory, then from 
Rec Hall, and lastly from the 
theatre itself. Now, after many a 
bleary-eyed night of rehearsal, 
"The Mikado" is ready for your 
entertainment. No one missed the 
Glee Clubs' light opera last year 
and no one should miss it this 
year. You will chuckle for a long 
time to come as you remember 
Teddy Erlich's musical pompous-
ness in the role of Pooh Bab, or 
the coy "Three Little Maids" with 
Helen Welch, Jeannette Houghton, 
and Bruna Bergonzi doing their 
best to persuade the audience that 
they are nothing more than three 
innocent little school-girls. John 
Beaufort as the forbidden lover I 
wooing Yum Yum when her hus-
band-to-be is not around is worth 
the admission price alone. 
You will enjoy Dick Wilkinson 
as the lordly Mikado and Virginia 
Shrigley as Katisha, the elderly 
damsel who couldn't suppress her 
romantic intentions. Kid Roberts 
sings his way through the whole 
affair as Koko the lord high 
executioner, who didn't know how 
to execute a man when the neces-
sity finally arose. Last, but by no 
means least, Milford Davis im-
personates Pish Tush. A chorus, 
composed of members of both the 
men and women's Glee Clubs pro-
vide a background of enchanting 
melody, against which the prin-
cipals enact their roles. Clad in 
costumes distinctly Japanese, and 
moving in a setting which is at 
the same time, simple, striking, 
and full of color, the cast of "The 
Mikado" will offer you a charm-
ing and delightful evening that 
you will never forget. 
The student rates for seats will 
be the same as always. His 
Majesty, the Mikado of Japan will 
hold court, beginning promptly at 
eight-fifteen, Thursday and Fri-
day night. By royal command, be 
there! , 
Dr. Vance Speaks in 
Meditation Services 
On Sunday Morning 
Dr. Joseph A. Vance delivered 
the sermon at the Morning Medi-
tation at the Knowles Chapel last 
Sunday. 
He spoke on the spiritual faculty 
of a man's soul and how it was 
still the most important and won-
derful thing in life in spite of all 
the marvel of modern scientific 
invention. Dr. Vance said he sup-
posed that some people who find 
it impossible to "believe" are 
spiritually color blind, and that to 
have any communication with God 
we must be born out of the phy-
sical into the spiritual. To acquire 
this spiritual faculty may take 
years of application, just as it 
takes years of study to acquire a 
musical faculty. We must pay the 
price of searching for the Rosseta 
Stone of spiritual life which will 
interpret God to us. 
Thomas Johnson read the In-
vocation and Katherine Ewing led 
the Litany of Silence. David Bothe 
and Rebecca-Ann Coleman read 
lessons from the old and new 
testament. 
Martin Gives Weekly 
Talk on International 
Relations Topics 
On Thursday, March 1st, Prof. 
Martin, noted economist, gave his 
weekly talk on International Re-
lations at Rollins College. 
Professor Martin said that since 
the League of Nations has proved 
to be unable to prevent war, the 
best guarantee of tranquility of 
the world now lies in the political 
co-operation of the United States 
and the British Commonwealth. 
"If the United States and the 
United Kingdom hold fast to their 
traditional liberties," he stated, 
"the new-bom dictators in Italy, 
Germany and Austria will in time 
be driven to extend democratic 
and liberal institutions to their 
subjects." 
Professor Martin went on to tell 
how President Roosevelt has given 
us a new "declaration of indepen-
dence" by leaving the gold stand-
ard and fixing the value of gold 
at 35 dollars an ounce. According 
to Martin, Roosevelt will probab-
ly win his contention that the old 
relative value of the dollar and 
the pound will be restored. 
Mr. Martin concluded his lecture 
with a discussion as to the part 
America and England would play 
should Japan and Russia become 
involved in a war. 
L 
GODOVSKY ARE 
NEXT ARTISTS 
Prominent Violinist and 
Pianist to Appear in Joint 
Recital 
Madame Lea Luboshutz, vio-
linist, and Boris Godovsky, promi-
nent pianist, will appear in a joint 
recital in the Annie Russell Thea-
tre at Rollins College on Monday 
evening, March 12, at 8:15, as the 
next feature in Miss Russell's 
professional artists series. 
Madame Luboshutz was at Rol-
lins last year when she gave a re-
cital which was one of the out-
standing events of the professional 
series. A member of the faculty of 
the Curtis Institute of Music, 
Madame Luboshutz has the dis-
tinction of being the only woman 
on the violin teaching staff of this 
great institution. 
She is a native of Odessa, Rus-
sia, and obtained her early musi-
cal education at the famous Con-
servatory of Moscow, where she 
won the gold medal and a special 
gift of a wonderful old Amati 
violin in recognition of her talent. 
Later she became a brilliant pupil 
of Ysaye—her extraordinary play-
ing being a sensation in Europe. 
Madame Laboshutz is known as 
one of the most magnificient wo-
man violinists of this day, not 
only one of the most noted of her 
sex, but one might say one of the 
most noted of all contemporary 
violinists. She plays with extra-
ordinary ability and command of 
the bow. 
Her recital here next Monday 
evening with Boris Goldovsky will 
be a rare opportunity for music 
lovers of Central Florida to hear 
two unusual artists of exceptional 
ability 
The following program will bo 
given: 
1. Sonata Cesar Franck 
Allegro ben moderato 
Allegro 
Recitative-Fantasia 
Allegretto poco mosso 
(Continued on Page 2) 
BENOELOAGHE 
Famous Baritone Fourth In 
Artist Series 
Saturday evening, Mai-ch 3rd, 
Benjamin De Loache, baritone of 
the Curtis Institute of Music, gave 
a concert in the Annie Russell 
Theatre. He was the fourth in the 
Artist Series sponsored by Miss 
Russell. Mr. De Loache was most 
enthusiastically received and the 
audience was very appreciative of 
his selections. Martha Halbwachs 
ably assisted Mr. De Loache at the 
piano. The program included: 
I 
Recitative and Aria from "Dido 
•and Aeneas" — _ Purcell 
The Jolly Young Waterman 
—.- Dibden 
The Bailiff's Daughter of Isling-
ton - Traditional Old English 
Come Again __,_ Dowland 
Dank Sei Dir, Herr Handel 
Schubert 
._ Deliua 
n 
Nacht und Traume ..._. 
Der Wandrer 
Traum Durch die Dammerung 
^ Richard Strauss 
Kein Haus, Keine Heimat 
.. Brahms 
Gesang Weylas Hugo Wolf 
m 
Five Waltzes, Opus 39.... Brahms 
Venezia e Napoli, Tarantella 
Liszt 
Martha Halbwachs 
rv 
Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal —. 
_ Quilter 
Sailor Men _ Jaques Wolfe 
My Lord, What a Morning 
, Negro Spiritual 
l t '3 Me, Oh Lord . 
Negro Spiritual 
TWO T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R 
Violinist and Pianist 
to Give Joint Recital 
(Continued from Page 1) 
(Lea Luboshutz and Bo 
vosky) 
We give expert repair and 
battery service. 
Stevens Service 
Winter Park 
5 Cell Flashlights $1.50 
Bennett 
Electric Shop 
242 Park Ave. Phone 
WATERWITCH 
CLUB 
Parties, Dances, Tennis, Picnics 
So. Fern Creek Drive 
On Lake Conway, Orlando 
The Davis Office 
Supply Co. 
New and Used Portables 
Service on All Typewriters 
Phone 4822, 19 E. Pine, Orlando 
EVERYTHING 
From 
Avocados 
to 
Sarldines! 
FOSGATE'S 
Big Food Market 
2. a- Rhapsody in F Sharp Minor 
E. Dohnanyi 
b) Hungarian Dances 
B. Bartok 
c) Valse Strauss-Dohnanyi 
(Boris Goldovsky) 
3. a) Romance in F 
. L. van Beethoven 
b) Rondo Capriccioso .— 
C. Saint-Saens 
4. a) Sicilienne 
Paradis-Dushkin 
b) Spanish dance 
de Falla-Kreisler 
c) Melodie - Gluck 
d) Saltarella Wieniawske 
(Lea Luboshutz) 
ADVERTISE IN 
THE SANDSPUR 
Have you seen my "Dollar 
Window"? Exceptional values 
in jewelry! 
C. L. Pruyn 
Girls, we're showing the most 
adorable oft-the-face "softies" 
you ever saw! 
And they're only a dollar. 
R. F. Leedy Co. 
SANITARY 
Meat Market 
WE DELIVER 
May We Clean Your 
Clothes? 
Dollar Cleaners 
348 E. Park Ave., Winter Park 
Rollins Will Hold 
3rd Commemoration 
Of Florida French 
(Continued from Page 1) 
addresses are to be given in 
French, and Professor Paul d'Es-
toumelles de Constant will be the 
toastmaster. Among the speakers 
will be the President of the Al-
liance Francaise of Jacksonville; 
Mrs. J. C. Brown, of the Alliance 
Francaise of Miami; Mrs. Sydney 
Moore, of the Alliance Francaise 
of Palm Beach; the President of 
'the Alliance Francaise of St. 
Petersburg; Mrs. Russell Codman, 
President of the Alliance Fran-
caise of Boston; Mr. Maurice 
Dreicer and Miss Grace Connor, 
of Rollins College, Count Rene 
de Chambrum and Monsieur Pierre 
de Lanux. 
Monsieur Pierre de Lanux, not-
ed lecturer and official of the Lea-
gue of Nations Association office 
in Paris is to give the morning 
address in the chapel on Sunday. 
Dean Campbell, assisted by a 
group of students, is preparing a 
special litany in praise of French 
contributions to American civili-
zation and Monsieur de Lanux's 
sermon will follow this general 
theme. Mr. Honaas has in prepara-
tion an appropriate and beautiful 
anthem and other music. 
Of state-wide interest will be 
the Lafayette luncheon at the Vir-
ginia Inn Sunday at which Presi-
dent Holt, who has been twice dec-
orated by France, will preside. The 
address of welcome will be given 
by Governor David Sholtz and a 
tribute will be paid Lafayette by 
Thomas P. Johnson who made one 
of the chief Murat addresses last 
year. Professor Hanna will pre-
sent descendants of the Florida 
Legislative Council of 1825 and of 
Governor DuVal, who will read 
historic documents revealing the 
efforts of their ancestors to induce 
Lafayette to become a Florida 
citizen. Among these descendants 
participating will be Mrs. Emilio 
Pons, of Tampa; Mrs. S. L. 
Lowry, Jr., of Jacksonville; Mrs. 
Carita Doggett Corse, of Green 
Cove Springs; Mrs. J. Simpson 
Reese of Pensacola, Mrs. Graham 
S. Mason; of Philadelphia and 
Senator J. Maxey Dell, of Gaines-
ville, Responding and giving the 
chief address at the luncheon will 
be Count Rene de Chambrun. 
Throughout Sunday afternoon 
there will be on exhibit interest-
ing and many hitherto unknown 
documents relating to French in-
fluences in Florida. The largest 
collection will reveal the life of 
Prince Achille Murat, nephew of 
Napoleon and Florida pioneer. 
There will also be shown original 
Lafayette letters relating to 
Florida and photostats of court 
records of the Lafayette township 
near Tallahassee from the sale of 
which approximately $102,000 
went to the Lafayette family. The 
rarest books will be those which 
contain accounts of the sixteenth 
century. 
Sunday evening the general pro-
gram will close with the French 
Club reception at the President's 
house. I t will be open to the 
French department faculty and 
students, members of the French 
Club and out of town visitors. All 
other events are open to the en-
tire college, but reservations for 
the Alliance dinner and the La-
fayette luncheon must be made at 
Professor Hanna's office not later 
than Saturday noon. 
First Child of Rollins 
Graduate Baptized In 
Francis Chalpe Sun. 
Sunday after the morning medi-
tation the baby daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Fred Leuter was baptiz-
ed in the Francis Chapel. This is 
the first child of a Rollins grad-
uate to be christened in the chapel, 
her mother, Dorothy Hartridge 
Leuter having graduated in the 
class of '31. The Phi Mu's at-
tended the ceremony in a body. 
IS 
I n v a l u a b l e S e r v i c e A n s w e r s 
N u m e r o u s D e m a n d s 
At the meeting of the Board of 
Trustees, the following report on 
the activities of the College In-
firmary from the time it was in-
stalled until the present moment 
was sent to the meeting by Dean 
Sprague, chairman of the In-
firmary Committee. 
The Rollins Infirmary was fur-
nished and equipjjed t y the 
Mothers' Club, organized by Mrs. 
Gordon Jones.] At present there 
are seven beds for the use of 
patients. The staff consists of 
Dr. B. A. Burks and Dr. Ruth 
Har t ; Mrs. Lillian Cook, R. N., 
head nurse, and Mrs. Butler, R. N., 
an assistarrt. Patients may go to 
the infirmary at any time to be 
treated, and may see the doctors 
a t the specified time every day. 
Since the Infirmary was opened 
last November, no student has 
been sent to an outside hospital, 
with the exception of several stu-
dents in a serious automobile ac-
cident. The following are notes 
from the two coaches: Coach 
McDowall says: "During the past 
fall the Infirmary was an indis-
pensable aid in treating minor in-
juries. In the preceding years we 
have always paid the Florida Sani-
tarium several bills for athletes, 
sending the men there only in the 
case of dire necessity. The Infirm-
ary has filled a need long felt in 
this department." Coach Evans 
says: "The Rollins College Infirm-
ary is filling a long felt need to 
the students of Rollins. The Phy-
sical Education Department has 
been greatly benefitted by the 
daily service reports rendered. 
In the past it has been almost 
impossible to keep adequate re-
ports and records on the health of 
Student Awards Are 
Given At Exhibition 
and Auction in Studio 
(Continued from Page 1) 
George L. Noyes and Mrs. Flor-
ence Wilkins Furst . 
Those receiving during the re-
ception were Dr. and Mrs. Holt, 
Dean Anderson, Dr. Beard, Miss 
Virginia Robie, Mrs. Elizabeth 
Ransom Warner, Mr. Jean Jacques 
Pfister, Mr. George E. Ganiere 
and Mr. Hugh McKean, Mr. Rob-
ert Cauley, Mr. George L. Noyes 
and Mrs. Frank E. Furst , Mrs. 
Herman Kelly, Miss Edith Fairfax 
Davenport and Miss Margaret 
Jaeger. 
Miss Celestina McKay acted as 
chairman of the refreshment com-
mittee with Jane Baumann, Helen 
Jackson, Virginia Dunn, Alyce 
Cleveland, Dot Breck and Adelaide 
Anderson assisting. The flower 
committee was composed of Miss 
Victoria Bedford, chairman, with 
Betty Hills and Anne Goddard as-
sisting. The poster committee 
was James Gowdy, -chairman, and 
Eugene Smith, Wilda Schmitt and 
Blanche G. Fishback assisting. 
Mrs. George M. Richards as-
sembled the faculty and adult 
auction contribution. Every in-
structor of the art department was 
well represented in his own line. 
Bud Coleman was chairman of the 
student auction committee with 
Virginia Jaekel and Bets Rich-
ards to assist him. President Holt 
acted as the auctioneer assisted 
by Dr. Beard and Dean Anderson. 
Half of the proceeds of the auc-
the students; this has been great-
ly simplified this year. Increasing 
the room space and increasing the 
equipment will add to the wonder-
ful service already being given." 
The following figures are in-
teresting and exemplify the value 
of the Infirmary: 
Bed patients — -—- 105 
No. of days treated - - 267 
Out patients .._ — 405 
Out patients 909 
tion go to the a r t department for 
improvements, such as new casts 
and models and still life acces-
sories. Half of the proceeds go to 
the artists. 
This student exhibition included 
landscapes. Figure or Genre paint-
ings, black and white illustration, 
black and white out-of-door 
sketches, sculpture, theatrical cos-
tumes, house books in the Interior 
Decoration coui-se, books of De-
sign in the a r t appreciation course, 
etchings by students and a group 
of campus etchings done for the 
ar t department by Mr. Joseph C. 
Claghorn. 
Over 300 Attend the 
Season's Social Event 
In Recreation Hall 
(Continued from Pair* 1) 
The third selection, "Morning," 
from Peer Gynt Suite by Grieg 
was played by the Symphony Or-
chestra. 
During the i^^rmis^ion was 
held the Grand March. Everyone 
was in costume from colonial to 
gypsy. A brilliant procession 
marched down the center aisle 
crossing before the stage in front 
of the judges. The first prize was 
given to General George and 
Martha Washington. Mrs. Holt 
was lovely in a beautiful pale blue 
colonial costume. 
During the last half of the pro-
gram waitresses in pretty yellow 
peasant costumes served ice cream 
and cake to the guests. The first 
number was played by the orches-
tra, "Pizzicato"—valse Lente by 
Delibes. The second number was 
another enticing dance by Barbara 
Parsons and her partner, Wilbur 
Van Simons in "Maleguenia," a 
Spanish duet. Last on the program 
was the enchanting number "Tales 
From the Vienna Woods" by 
Strauss. 
After the concert, chairs and 
tables were cleared away for 
dancing. The "Pop" Concert can 
well be called "the greatest event 
of the season." 
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY 
French Dry Cleaners 
PHONE 
Winter Park—9188 Orlando—3176 
BEAUTY SECTION 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiglMiiiimiiiiiiMii^ 
WE RECOMMEND 
ADVERTISE IN 
THE SANDSPUR 
Eda's 
Beauty Shop 
Truly Distinctive Work 
•I ...^.. 
Superfluous Hair, Warts and 
Moles Permanently Removed 
All Branches of Hairdressing 
The Ritz 
Beauty Salon 
Ph. 427-J 123 Morse Blvd. 
Mariam's Beauty 
Shop 
All Branches of Beauty-
Culture 
For Appointment Phone 113 
CHARLES WRIGHT 
HAIRDRESSER 
9 Washington Street Arcade 
Orlando, Florida 
If you're the stolid, phlegmatic 
sort of person who doesn't feel 
things very deeply, you'll prob-
ably never have to worry about 
nerves. But if you're high-strung, 
alive, sensitive—watch out. 
See whether you scribble things 
on bits of paper, bite your nails, 
COSTLIER TOBACCOS 
Camels are made from finer, M O R E EXPENSIVE 
TOBACCOS than any other popular brand of cigarettes! 
SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT... 
" T H E Y NEVER GET O N Y O U R NERVES! 
J 
T H M r I M I ^^^^L CARAVAN featuring Glen Gray's CASA LOMA Orchestra and other Headliners Eeery Tuesday and 
i U n E I N ! Thursday at 10 P. Af., E.S.T.—9 P. M., C.S.T.—S P. M., M.S.T.—7 P. At., P.S.T.. ova WABC-Columbia Network 
RoUinsania 
By M. J. DAVIS 
Only a few lines this week . . . 
Praise Allah . . which we are 
squeezing out in between scenes 
during "Mikado" rehearsal. The 
hedlam and confusion backstage 
here is comparatively slight, con-
sidering the fact that some 50 
chorusters are playing Cops and 
Robers in and out among the props 
and the overhead lights, while 
"Koko Kid" Roberts is trying to 
explain to "Pooh Bah" Ehlich that 
self-decapitation is an extremely 
dangerous operation. 
Most unsemming bit of levity, 
however, is coming from the orch-
estra pit, where Becky Coleman is 
trying to tell the story of the 
first time she took a bath by her-
self . . that is, if she can ever stop 
SNAPPY 
SERVICE 
ALWAYS! 
Rendezvous Bar-B-Q 
\~' 
She'll be crazy 
about i t . . 
and so will you. 
ing about 
Double-breasted 
talk-
new 
laughing. At present, it doesn't 
seem likely; but it ought to be a 
corker. From what we can gather 
between gasps, she either dove in 
from the edge of the tub, or for-
got to put in the plug, or some-
thing. Anyhow, we give you Re-
becca Ann, the Self-Bathed Wo-
While we can't guarantee the 
inside story on the above incident 
a t that time, we do know that if 
you drop in at the Annie Russell 
Theatre tomorrow or Friday night, 
you'll be treating yourself to an 
evening of howling enjoyment. 
"The Mikado" represents Gilbert 
and Sullivan at their best . . and 
when they are good, they are very 
very good!. Just to see these husky 
he-men cavorting about the stage 
in pigtails, fans, and kimonos is 
worth the price of admission. Some 
Fun!! 
Which brings us around to re-
marking that its most peculiar 
how these catch-words, idioms, 
slang phrases and what-have-you 
like "Oh Yeah" and "You Narsty 
Man" flourish for a few brief 
weeks, and then disappear com-
pletely. Who starts them? . . and 
THE R O L L I N S SAN D S P U R 
MRS. DAY MURR 
Selling her household furniture 
and antiques. Glassware and 
china. Suitable for gifts and 
prizes. 
Upstairs 57 W. Pine St. 
Orlando 
Special! 
Plate Lunches 
25c 
The Winter Park 
Pharmacy 
Established 20 Years 
Phone 16 Free Delivery 
what makes them die out? Why 
we can remember way back when 
"Aw Nerts" was the most de-
vastating remark ever coined, 
while last year's football season 
was no end enlivened by shouts of 
"Quiet Please" from one end of 
the bleachers to the other. Just 
now the password seems to be 
"You Just Betcha" and "Some 
Pun, eh Keed??" The R. L. S. is 
trying to stage a come-back, we 
understand, by sponsoring a slo-
gan contest for the school. Well, 
we like "The Best Little Country 
Club in the South" and we'll stick 
to it. 
And along with this jargon may 
be added a few of the big hit-tunes 
of yesteryear. "The Three Little 
Pigs" seem to have gone to mar-
ket just a bit too often, while the 
cold and disappointing informa-
tion that "Annie Doesn't Live 
Here Anymore" didn't seem to help 
her popularity any. And they 
seem to have gathered up the last 
few stray mavericks that have 
been wandering around Tin Pan 
Alley for "The Last Round-Up" 
seems to have been completed long 
ago. We heard some orchestra do 
it the other night, but think the 
leader apologized before he start-
ed. 
Lots of people have a pet hobby 
. . . sometimes its bees . . some-
times buttercups . . sometimes 
even bananas. Most dangerous of 
all, however, is having pet profes-
sors. This does not necessarily 
mean that you can lead them 
around by their nose, tho we must 
admit that it has wonderful ad-
vantages . . but rather that there 
exists a certain faculty member 
for whose praise and approbation 
illing to go to class oc-
casionally, or even dash off a term 
paper now and then. Dangerous, 
we say, because we just got the 
real dope on a very sad case. 
Remember the Phil Horton-
Ariel Camp hook-up last Spring? 
Well, a short time ago the Hor-
tons were surprised with a little 
"Blessed Expense," and, after the 
first few weeks of bragging were 
over, set out to find a name for 
the little chap . . no doubt they 
were trying to fill out his Kappa 
Alpha application. Anyway, they 
hit upon the unique idea 
ing him after their favorite pro-
, so that after they had both 
Mr. H. S. Thompson 
Retires from Bookery 
Mr. H. S. Thompson, it is an-
nounced, has retired from the ac-
tive management of the Bookery 
because of ill health, and has 
turned over the work of the store 
to his son and daughter-in-law, 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Thompson. 
Miss Vanderpool continues as a 
member of the staff. 
Patrons of the Bookery are as-
sured of prompt attention to or-
ders and to their special needs. 
Jack Thompson and his wife rec-
ently returned from India where 
they had lived four years. 
thrashed the whole thing over, the 
baby emerged with the title ot 
Tory Bingham Horton. That's why 
we say dangerous. Why supposing 
it had turned out to be Feurerstein 
Enyar t??? They'd have had to 
drown the poor thing!! 
Did anybody get a glimpse of 
that burley Drummond person tip-
toeing through the tea-cups down 
at "Charlies" last Saturday night? 
Only it happened to be coffee be-
longing to Bob Black which Drum 
stepped through as he made i 
rather hurried exist across thi 
table top, for reasons which he re 
fuses to divulge. Just one of thosi 
games Burleigh's imported fron 
the Kappa House, no doubt. 
Don't want to close without giv-
ing you this little poem by Authei 
Guiterman which was clipped from 
the New York Times. It's entitled 
WINTER PARK 
many towns of lesser sort 
You hear a constant swishing-
swashing. 
For people's means of self-support 
In taking in each other's wash-
ing 
But here where cultured folks 
reside 
Or thus my simple soul conjec-
tures 
We're almost wholly occupied. 
In sitting through each other's 
lectures. 
Happy to know that you feel 
that way about it, too, Mr. Guiter-
man. We were beginning to won-
der whether we weren't really be-
coming a trifle moronic our-
selves, for not being able to bear 
up under it all. 
THREE 
"Death Takes A Holiday" 
Receives Critic's Praise 
By RICHARD BURTON 
I derive genuine satisfaction in 
seeing college dramatics where 
they aim to give a wide selection 
of plays of significance and dis-
tinction. Certainly our Dramatic 
Department is doing that very 
thing, and the evenings devoted to 
the Italian drama by Casella, 
skilfully Englished and adapted by 
Walter Ferris proves the assertion. 
When the piece was produced a 
few years ago in New York, with 
Phillip Merivale in the Jeading 
role of Death, it was recognized 
as of unusual calibre and meaning. 
The college players ably directed 
by Dr. Fleischman and his asso-
ciates, did justice to the excep-
tional quality of the drama, in 
spite of the fact that such a play 
offers far more difficulties of 
presentation than much popular 
and more obvious theatre material. 
Indeed, having seen the original, 
I feared the test ot amateur pro-
duction. The fear, however, dis-
appeared when I witnessed so 
smooth, intelligent, even impres-
sive a rendition. 
"Death Takes A Hdiday" quite 
daringly blends realism with 
romance, interweaving naturalis-
tic and supernatural elements 
such a manner that the auditors 
can enjoy its melodramatic plot 
while the mystic that is in all of 
us, more or less, is powerfully ap-
pealed to. The one set, devised by 
Andre Smith, which was richly ar-
tistic and beautiful, and, in my 
judgment, superior to the New 
York scenic design, cleverly estab-
lished the mood of the drama, and 
this was carried ajlong by a direc-
tion which maintained the neces-
sary slow tempo, and a general 
subdued key of dialogue suited to 
play in which a touch of awe 
d mystification demanded as re-
flected in a group of aristocratic 
house folk when a mysterious 
stranger is projected into their 
worldly entourage. This establish-
ed mood also was just right to 
convey the clear spiritual message 
of the piece the eyes of Love 
(Grazia enamoured of th 
who was Death) look beyond death 
to love which Death embodies. As 
an idea, this is thrilling. And the 
Ferris rendering (a free adaption 
rather than translation of the Ital-
ian) conveyed this ideal in a way 
to keep any audience tense and 
receptive. 
Broadfly speaking, the team 
work of the company of colleg-
ians was so admirable, that in-
dividual commendation seems sec-
ondary. Yet Richard Shattuck's 
really superb work in the central 
role must, of course, be emphasiz-
ed. He brought dignity, fine per-
sonality and a splendid voice to 
the part. I well remember the 
work of the distinguished Phillip 
Merivale in the New! York produc-
tion, but a comparison is by no 
means to the disadvantage of 
Shattuck. Playing opposite to 
him, Miss White as Grazia was 
appealingly lovely, and in their 
final love scene it was a rare 
pleasure to listen to two such 
voices with sympathetic acting be-
hind them. Outstanding, too, was 
the Princess of Nancy Cushman, 
the Alda of Marion Morrow, the 
Duchess of Isabelle Bernie and 
the Corrado of James Gowdy. The 
latter gave a great deal of real-
ity and sparkle to his part. At 
the first performance ( I did not 
witness the second), Charles Seal-
over did not grasp the potentials 
of his role as the Duke, but I am 
told he got much deeper into the 
impersonation at the second per-
formance. That part, in holding 
the play together, is only next in 
importance to Death. I was par-
ticularly pleased with the way 
Marlen Eldredge made much of 
her love passage with the Prince; 
it was delicately; 
done. 
Special praise again goes to 
Messrs. Davis and Merrill for the 
lighting effects,, which contribut-
tally to the result. Nothing 
could have been better. 
What I think should be describ-
I as the prime merit of the per-
formance as of the whole produc-
the ensemble. This im-
plies skilfuU direction in all the 
particulars of that comprehensive 
word—key, tempo, voice handling, 
atmosphere secured through tho 
united efforts of actors properly 
trained, and scenery that is evoca-
tive in creating the desired tone 
and conveying it to an audience. 
As an enthusiastic admirer of 
the work being done by our stu-
dent company so efficiently di-
rected by Dr. Fleischman, Miss 
Ewing and their associates, I must 
be allowed to make one criticism. 
In aiming at the quiet naturaJistic 
tone of dialogue especially called 
for in the present play, and in it-
self highly to be wished for, there 
is at times a tendency to forget 
the imperative need to hear every-
thing that transpires on the stage. 
Inaudibility at moments detracted 
from complete pleasure. This was 
true at the opening where ex-
position made the understanding 
of every word doubly desirable; 
it was true also in several other 
rather cruical bits of dialogue. 
This can be, and therefore should 
be, corrected in the future by 
more attention to acoustics and 
audibility, for with any audience 
to hear, is to enjoy. Let me add 
that in thinking of a performance 
and production so fine as this 
unquestionably was, the effect 
mentioned was only a slight marr-
ing of an exceptionally successful 
and worthy evening. But why not 
perfection, when so near i t? 
imaginatively 
American Artists 
(Continued from page 1) 
rare ability to see life as it is. 
Of all fanVous American 
painters he is the least pub-
licized. Modest, retiring, unin-
terested in prizes of popular 
lause he has gone on paint-
as he wants to paint Yet 
prizes and awards have come 
his way and his work hangs in 
the important galleries. 
Whether his pictures are of the 
Luxembourg Gardens, of street 
scenes, of bathers, of his ex-
pressive "Mouquins," there is 
feeling that the painter is 
American. He is a member 
of the National Academy of De-
, the Society of American 
Illustrators, American Society 
of Painters, The Independents. 
Thousands of women havte found 
radiant charm and loveliness by 
following Dorothy Perkins' rule of 
beauty. 
At considerable expense we have 
obtained a personal representative 
of Dorothy Perkins to explain this 
scientific method of beauty care 
to our customers. 
This beautician will be at our store 
all this week and will give a com-
pltete private consultation and 
special individualized treatment to 
every person making an appoint-
ment. 
This service is complimentary. 
You will be amazed at the results. 
Phone now for an appointment. 
(Daily Dteliveries to Rollins) 
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T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R 
Rollins Sandspur 
Published Weekly By Students Ot Rollins 
Established in 1894 with the following 
editorial: "Unassuming yet mighty, sharp 
and pointed, well-rounded yet 
^ ^ ^ ^ many sided, assiduously te-
^ nacious, yet as grit ty and 
L^j^^t energetic as its name implies, 
' j victorious in single combat 
^ ^ and therefore without a peer, 
1^^^/ wonderfully attractive and 
extensive in circulation: all 
these will be found upon investigation to 
be among the extraordinary qualities of the 
Sandspur." 
Members of United Press 
Member Winter Park Chamber of Commerce 
Telephone 271-W 
Entered as second class matter November 
24, 1925, at the post office at Winter Park, 
Florida, under the Act of March 3, 1879. 
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Associate Editors—Reginald Clough, Gor-
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Managing Editor Mary Butler Longest 
NEWS DEPARTMENT 
News Editor David Bothe 
Reporters—Winthrop Brubaker, John Bul-
lock, Betty Chapman, Alcott Deming, 
Marlene Eldredge, Sallp Farnsworth, 
Bob Fuchs, Mary Lib Jones, Alfred 
McCreary, Molly Mergentine, Fred New-
ton, Jane Pelton, Kathleen Shepherd, 
Howard Showalter, Eleanor Wilcox, 
Petrina Wood, Louise MacPherson, Ruth 
Dawson. 
SPORTS DEPARTMENT 
Editor—Richard Lee; Assistant, 'Penny' 
Pendexter. 
SOCIETY DEPARTMENT 
Society Editors—Billy Nevins, Olive Dick-
son. 
FEATURE DEPARTMENT 
Feature Editor Milford Davis 
Assistant Burleigh Drummond 
PHOTOGRAPH DEPARTMENT 
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EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT 
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ANOTHER ESCAPE 
The escape of John Dillinger, sometimes 
known as America's last big, bad man, 
from an Indiana jail where he was incar-
cerated pending trial on charges of holdup 
and murder marks another step in the 
current fiasco of American justice. 
'Granted that Dillinger is by virtue of 
experience unusually adept in matters re-
lating to evasion of the law and hence that 
he may be regarded as a "problem child" 
by any institution, the circumstances sur-
rounding his recent disappearance from 
behind the bars point to serious weakness 
in our administration of punishment— 
weaknesses of a type that are becoming in-
creasingly obvious. 
Briefly, John Dillinger hoodwinked the 
law either by sheer bravado or by cleverly 
duping officials into permitting his run-
away scarcely a week before the date set 
for his trial. "Terrorizing" the guards in 
the reputedly escape-proof Lake County 
jail with a wooden pistol whittled in his 
cell, the notorious killer laughed at their 
fear as he made his getaway. 
As this is written the police are "comb-
ing the cities", their "dragnets are out", 
and authorities are momentarily expecting 
to report the desperado's capture. Combs, 
dragnets, and reports are in this case ridi-
culously unimportant factors beside the 
loose operation of one certain jail. Whether 
the fault is one of simple inefficiency or of 
open bribery, as has been suspected but not 
confirmed, the effect is the same and 
serves to spotlight an inexcusable short-
coming in our prison system. E. G. J. 
INVENTION MADE IT POSSIBLE 
Invention has made it possible for one 
to travel with comfort, speed, and economy 
today. Therefore, people are always for 
some purpose, either selfish or unselfish, 
utilizing the opportunities offered. 
Of the fifteen outstanding people who 
contributed to the Animated Magazine and 
of the seven who received honorary de-
grees, most have returned to their homes 
either in other parts of Florida or in more 
northern parts of the United States. Many 
of them traveled several hundred miles to 
bring to us here in Winter Park a parti-
cular message, varying according to their 
individual interests in life. Some were of 
an autobiographical nature, others fictional, 
while still others were concerning national 
figures and topics of national interest. 
Some were amusing, while others were in a 
more serious vein. 
These women and men, all artists in 
their fields, came here that others might 
benefit by their efforts, but it is to be hop-
ed that we were able to give them in some 
way at least a small compensation for the 
pleasure they afforded us. This was per-
haps for many of us the only opportunity 
we shall have to both see and hear many 
of these eminent people, and it is certainly 
most unlikely that any of us shall see them 
all together again. This experience has 
been a privilege indeed, and will remain 
with us for years to come. M. B. L. 
OTHER EDITORIALS 
PESSIMISM OF IGNORANCE 
Sprague in the Times, Strachey in the 
Nation, Bliven in the New Republic, Garner 
in Austin, Texas, Snell in New York, 
Roosevelt in the halls of Congress. Words, 
words, words, and more words, all of them 
explaining, attacking, defending the multi-
lateral New Deal. Credit ex'pansion is 
tantamount to inflation. We have no in-
flation. Prices are falling. Prices are ris-
ing. Democracy is seriously threatened. 
Roosevelt is the very incarnation of the 
democratic spirit. 
Of all this mass of writing and speaking 
the large majority of the interested public 
understands little. I t has done its very best 
since mid-summer to untangle the skein of 
economic and political problems that the 
depression and the New Deal together have 
created. Now six months afterward the 
publics' energy is spent. It has given up 
the fight to comprehend. Let the all-fired 
experts do and say what they will; passive 
acceptance, uncritical reception is the 
safest, least disturbing policy. Gradually 
there has been reached the conclusion that 
no more than half a dozen individuals fully 
understand the workings of the economic 
system and that within this limited group 
disagreements are as violent as without. 
The admirable effort for self-education 
in a formerly ignored field has ceased. 
With it has departed the glorious optimism 
of the early fall. By and large, people have 
slacked in their tremendous faith in the 
NRA and the rest ot the Rooseveltian 
alphabet jumbling. When they felt that 
they could possibly divine what was hap-
pening their confidence was unbounded. As 
they became more and more confused they 
became less and less certain of the efficacy 
of the Blue Eagle, the Brain Trust, and the 
New Deal in general. Those who have not 
sought to understand are doubtless still 
flaming with faith; those who have, have 
retired to the sidelines, skeptical in their 
bewilderment and helplessness.—Daily Tar 
Heel. 
FREEDOM FOR FOOLISHNESS 
"A plump well-fed gentleman . . set out 
from Iowa . . with his brief case full of 
fire, smoke, steel, mud, gore, torn limbs 
and burnt fish, he visited every State in 
the Union. . . . Last week . . . he left his 
mark on the Courier-Journal—60th news-
paper to buy his photographs of the World 
War." 
This excerpt from Time gives a graphic 
account of the sudden craze for publish-
ing war pictures that has swept over the 
nation's press. Originating in the sales-
talk of the "plump well-fed gentleman," 
the fever has spread, according to Time, 
to 56 major newspapers in the United 
States and Canada. One of them started it, 
sky-rocketed its own circulation, and to 
keep up with the competition, the rest had 
to follow suit. Hearst 's New York Ameri-
can and the Chicago Herald Examiner in-
creased their sales possibly by 100,000; 
other newspapers lag not far behind. And 
the result of it all is that the American 
public is being deluged with the rankest 
exhibition of carnage that has ever been 
published on so large a scale. 
In the minds of some people, whether 
or not it is war propaganda is debatable. 
Certainly, such a ghastly spectacle should 
convince any sane person of the futility 
of war. But at least we can put no other 
interpeetation on the photographs than 
that they are being used for war propa-
ganda when underneath them appear such 
statements as the Rochester Sunday Ameri-
can carried,—"Strong peacetime air forces 
are insurance against war," "gruesome 
pictures of war show necessity of prepared-
ness now," and finally, below the picture 
of a grave-digging detail, "these men had 
gone into the war unprepared." 
There is nothing more disgusting in 
American journalism than this particular 
instance of its pandering to the morbid 
taste of the public. When Mr. Randolph 
Hearst and other exemplaries put their 
newspapers on a level with wax-work mu-
seums it's bad enough, but when they also 
use them to spread the stupidest kind of 
armament propaganda—then we believe 
that maybe, after all, the freedom of tbe 
press is a right that only hick town news-
papers can fully enjoy. Fortunately, how-
ever, the war picture craze will probably 
turn as many minds against picture pro-
paganda as it will turn stomachs.—Daily 
Tar Heel. 
BOUND TO BE READ 
By H. ALLEN SMITH 
United Press' Book Editor 
It has not been such a long time ago 
that this department cheered loudly for a 
book called "Lost Horizon," by James 
Hilton, and predicted that he had sufficient 
talent to produce even a better novel. It 's 
here in "Without Armor" (Morrow). 
Mr. Hilton has the ability to steer away 
from the more popular methods of novel 
construction. In "Without Armor" he 
writes his last chapter first, so that the 
reader knows how and under what circum-
stances his hero, A. J. Fothergill, meets 
death. The reader may be inclined for a 
while to resent this business of exposing 
the ending, but such resentment will not 
last. In fact, the effect at the end is 
startling enough and makes for a satisfy-
ing conclusion. 
Fothergill, a young" Englishman, goes to 
Siberia as a war correspondent, and be-
comes involved in the turmoil which pre-
ceded establishment of the Communist re-
gime. Circumstances lead to his becoming 
commissar of a small Siberian town. He 
sees desperate fighting between the Whites 
and the Reds, and finally flees before the 
conflicting groups in company with the 
beautiful Countess Adraxine. They find 
romance in their mutual suffering, but fate 
overtakes them as they head southward. 
The remainder of the story, swiftly-paced 
works out in a logical yet unusual manner. 
The book is recommended as a fine novel, 
both as to its story and to its manner of 
telling. 
George Seldes, a non-Catholic, is author 
of "The Vatican: Yesterday—Today—To-
morrow" (Harpers). He has approached his 
subject in such a dispassionate and unpre-
judiced manner that Catholics will like 
his book as much as Protestants. In fact 
it is the choice of the Catholic Book Club. 
While he sums up the history of the 
iVatican, Seldes is mainly interested in 
what makes the wheels go 'round in the 
Holyi See. He treats it as "a modern going 
concern" and delves into its manifold 
phases thoroughly. One chapter tells of the 
Vatican's relations with Mussolini. An-
other treats of the index of books which 
Catholics are forbidden to read. The method 
of marriage annulment, the Vatican's con-
flicts with Spain, Mexico and Russia, and 
many other fascinating matters are taken 
up in great detail. I t makes one of the 
most interesting and informative books of 
the Spring. 
"Too Many Boats," by Charles Clifford 
(Little Brown) is a novel about a U. S. 
army post in the Philippines—one of those 
stories about sizzling heat that drives 
everyone a trifle daft. This army post has 
its share of officers' wives who gossip and 
plot over their tea, officers who are verit-
able snakes-in-the-grass and officers who 
are heroic figures, and a couple of thou-
sand superstitious Negro soldiers. 
There's a polo-playing hero, a court 
martial, a beautifal woman, a hot feud be-
tween two officers, a good murder, and a 
lot of other exciting things. Furthermore 
there's a good trick ending to the story. So 
if you like your excitement to be exciting, 
here's your meat. 
The firm of Farrar & Rinehart quite na-
turally is edified no little by the tremen-
dous reception accorded "Anthony Ad-
verse." So the publishers are bringing out 
a new edition of Hervey Allen's war mem-
iors, which he calls "Towart the Flame." 
The book was published in 1925 and has 
sold some 30,000 copies since then. It is 
the story of Hervey Allen's experiences 
under fire in 1917 and 1918 when he was 
an American officer. Its pages somehow 
do not have the sparkle of "Anthony Ad-
verse," but it nevertheless is a war book 
of superior worth. 
Still another book to come before the 
public as a result of "Anthony Adverse" is 
a new edition of "The Memoirs of Vincent 
Nolte, or Fifty Years in Both Hemis-
pheres," published by G. H. Watt. Nolte, 
you will remember was an important 
character in Hervey Allen's classic, and 
th^s book was one of his main stources. 
Burton Rascoe writes the introduction to 
the new edition. 
The same facile pen which created "The 
Selbys" and "Reader, I Married Him," is 
evident in Anne Green's "Fools Rush In" 
(Dutton) though the author is sometimes 
confusing in her character delineation of 
Eleanor Rockwell, a sort of Jekyll-Hyde 
person. 
It is difficult to place the puritan spirit 
of Eleanor Rockwell into its proper niche 
among the parade of neurotic men and wo-
men who people the book's pages. To Miss 
Green's credit it must be said that the 
reader's credulity grows with the story's 
progression. 
The Blue Ribbon Books company issues 
a box containing 26 "Facsimiles of Famous 
American Documents and Letters." The 
whole collection sells for $2, and includes 
the Gettysburg address and other Lincoln 
papers, letters of George Washington and 
other leaders of revolutionary days, and a 
book of explanation by Edward C. Boykin. 
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Furthering the little attention 
we gave Vanity Fair last week in 
a review of our favorite monthly 
comes the definite rumor that 
Conde Nast is reorganizing things 
now so that his sophisticated 
magazine may appear weekly to 
run competitively with the NEW 
YORKER. 
No dates are available for the 
change, but it will probably take 
place during the early spring un-
less something arises to force a 
delay. The revamped publication 
will be of a newsy nature with 
current features in addition to the 
present shining departments and 
features. 
PPP 
QUEEN CHRISTINA is an 
event, and quite properly so. Mark-
ing a nicely publicised gesture on 
the part of its Swedish star to 
recipcorate John Gilbert's kind-
ness by giving him his opportun-
ity to return to stardom with he: 
(it was through his good graces 
that she first starred some years 
ago), thd picture is little short of 
a masterpiece. 
Whether or not the story 
historically sound must be decided 
by someone less ignorant of Scan-
dinavian history than we, but the 
character of the Queen herself and 
the major crisis she faces are 
doubtless for the most part auth-
entic. The romance between 
her and the Spanish emissary 
while she is traveling incognito 
may be subjected to a few little 
queries, and our vote goes to 
Hollywood as its point of origin. 
Neverthless, director Rouben 
Mamoulian has added another 
fresh triumph to his long list, and 
the photography of even the most 
prosiac shots is superb. He is a 
master of montage and his capa-
bility of assembling shadows in 
soothing ar ray is as pleasing to 
the eye as his accuracy in sequence 
building is to the sense of plausi-
bility. • 
When we viewed QUEEN 
CHRISTINA shortly after its New 
York premiere during the holidays 
its power as an epic photoplay 
seemed obvious despite several 
lapses from perfection. With ten 
weeks' respite in which enthusiasm 
might fade, that opinion has not 
lost its confidence in the pic-
ture's greatness. 
Whether you are a habitual 
Garbo admirer or no, this charac-
terization will satisfy you, and 
the depth of emotion plumbed by 
the narrative itself will provide a 
stimulus rarely found in recent 
pictures. , 
PPP 
from late mediocrities. The ace 
comedian, however, still is Will 
Rogers and none other. He is a 
character-portrayer but not a 
character actor for he never gets 
farther away from himself than a 
light coat of grease paint can 
move him. 
There are high hopes aroused in 
the first moments of DAVID 
HARUM, when he is shown hand-
ling a billiard cue in a most busi-
ness-like manner, to the accom-
paniment of various facial contor-
tions and other minor gestures 
that seem a bit remote from the 
Beverly-Hills-Philosopher, but in 
less than twenty seconds all illu-
sion is dispelled by his unfortun 
ately chosen first words—"Ol 
course, all I know is what I see ir 
the papers." Then and there he is 
Will Rogers of the syndicatec 
daily wire, and for all his acquired 
trait of walking slowly about th. 
person whom he addresses and his 
pseudo-harsh manner with debtors, 
he can't bring DAVID HARNM 
back. Whoever placed that opening 
line in the script should be docked 
a season's "pay. 
The entire play is his, however, 
and he emerges creditably with the 
results he has achieved. The story 
is a bit outdated even though 
several amendments have been 
enacted to slant it to a 1934 audi-
ence. An open mind and a readi-
ness to enjoy enjoyment for en-
joyment's sake will compensate for 
any shortcomings the whole may 
suffer. It is worth seeing. 
PPP 
THE CAT AND THE FIDDLE, 
replete with Jerome Kern's fami-
liar music and augmented in its 
picture version by the inclusion of 
scenes beyond the scope of the 
stage, provide an excellent med-
ium for the voices of Ramon No-
varro and Jeannette Macdonald. 
You will like them both in their 
roles, and the evening cannot be 
other than well spent if you are 
looking for entertainment . 
PPP 
The Mysterious Mr. X, with 
Robert Montgomery; Rip Tide, 
with Norma Shearer back with 
him; Little Man, What Now? with 
Margaret Sullavan opposite Doug-
lass Montgomery, and The Coun-
tess of Monte Cristo with Fay 
Wray and Paul Lukas, are among 
the soon-to-come. 
Perhaps you have so far missed 
the listing of the awards made by 
Academy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Science for the various 
"bests" of 1933. If so, here are 
the most interesting: 
Best performances: actresses, 
John Dillinger, notorious killer 
and bank robber awaiting trial for 
murder in an Indiana "escape-
proof" jail, last Saturday eluded 
guards with a wooden pistol which 
he had been carving for several 
weeks, and, accompanied by a col-
ored prisoner, Herbert Young, 
blood, escaped from the Lake 
County Jail at Crown Point, Ind. 
Dillinger, one of the country's 
cleverest citizens in underworld 
circles, was waiting trial for the 
murder of a Chicago policeman in 
a bank robbery about two months 
ago. Imprisoned in a jail where 
Sheriff Lillian Holly was in 
charge, it was believed by police 
officials that this leader of one of 
the Mid-West's worst gangs since 
the colorful career of Al Capone 
ended was at last in the hands of 
authorities, but, as he has done 
many times before, Dillinger at 
the final moment made a success-
ful escape. 
Immediately after the departure 
from the Lake County Jail depu-
ties and guards were busy tele-
phoning the news of the event to 
cities in Indiana and Illinois. 
Chicago police radios quickly sent 
out the message "John Dillinger 
IS out and heading our way with 
machine guns and another man." 
It is feared that unless the crim-
inal is captured, he will soon re-
organize the remnants of his 
marauding gang and continue the 
bank robberies 
Chicago. 
The ~ 
vicinity of 
On the other hand, HIPS, HIPS,) Katherine Hepburn (Morning 
Glory), May Robson (Lady For A 
Day), and Diana Wynward (Caval-
cade); actors, Leslie Howard 
(Berkeley Square), Charles 
Laughton (Henry VIII), and Paul 
Muni (I Am a Fugitive). 
The best produced pictures: 
"Farewell To Arms," "Cavalcade," 
"I Am a Fugitive." 
The best photography: "Fare-
well To Arms," "Reunion in Vien-
na," "The Sign of the Cross." 
——PPP 
Radio- Rambling . . . The Bos-
wells have been in slight diffi-
(Continued on Page 6) 
HOORAY! is not worth your time 
unless you feel ready to laugh at 
anything up to and including 
some very stale gags, or unless 
you can take your Wheeler and 
Woolsey straight. There are a 
couple of fairish musical numbers, 
one with Ruth Etting, to redeem 
the thing from absolute flatness, 
but it's a pretty dry celluloid 
praii the 
PPP 
DAVID HARUM, the old favor-
ite of the nineties, brings Will 
Rogers in a noble and rather suc-
cessful effort to redeem himself 
supervising Captain of the 
Chicago police, John Stege was 
quoted as saying: "What's the use 
of arresting Dillinger if we can't 
keep him in jail. I'm sending 
squads all over the city to nab him 
if he tries to cross the Indiana 
border. But even if we do get him, 
it will probably be the same thing 
all over again." The weaknesses of 
American law are being displayed 
more and more each day. When 
the head of the police force ad-
mits his incapabilities as Stege 
did, it is high time for someone 
else, perhaps the Federal govern-
ment, to take a hand. America 
we believe, should possibly study 
the procedure employed in the 
tracing down and execution of 
desperate criminals in England, 
where the percentage of high 
crimes is far less than it is in this 
country. 
We were interested in noting 
that last week our opinion and 
that of an editor og this paper dif-
fered in regard to the govern-
ment's cancellation of air-mail 
contracts. Ours, however, has 
nevertheless remained unchanged. 
More than ever when such graft 
is uncovered as that of awarding 
contracts to air lines, we are of 
the firm conviction that the gov-
ernment should take over more 
utilities which directly deal with 
the welfare ot the American peo-
ple. 
This certainly seems to be the 
aim of the new deal administra-
tion, and it is pleasing to note the 
success that Roosevelt is having 
in gaining almost the full-fledged 
support of both houses of Con-
gress in moves such as that of 
dealing with the air-mail. The 
economic order of this nation is 
surely a long way from being per-
fect; about the only class of peo-
ple which now satisfied is the 
old-school capitalist, now fast pass-
ing out of existence, but we are 
obliged to admit that we have 
little sympathy with an editorial 
supporting the powerful minority 
at the costly expense of the mid-
dle and laboring classes. 
Samuel Insull, Sr., once of 
Chicago and Miami Beach, but at 
present of Athens, Greece, was 
last week notified by the foreign 
minister ot that country that his 
period ot refuge had ended and 
that he must leave Greece. Sought 
by officials ot the United States 
on charges of embezzlement, Insull 
has managed to have his permit to 
stay in Athens extended several 
times. 
His present destination is un-
known although it is thought that 
he may go to Syria or any other 
country which will allow him to 
live within its borders. Should he 
return to the United States, an 
(Continued on page 5) 
T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R 
SOCIETY MEETS 
fifteen States Represented 
At Meeting 
Fifteen states were represented 
jt the meeting of the Florida 
Audubon Society last Saturday 
ffhen 150 bird lovers gathered in 
ffinter Park for their annual 
meeting. 
R, J. Longstreet, of Daytona, 
re-elected president of the organ-
jWition at the morning session, 
presided and introduced Ernest F. 
Coe, chairman of the Everglades 
tropic commission, and W. E. 
Browne, who gave an illustrated 
lecture. 
Following the buffet luncheon 
served at the Woman's Club, under 
the chairmanship of Mrs. Edith, 
FIVE 
Thursday and Friday 
A NEW 
STAR TEAM 
Tadd Little, the audience heard a 
strong plea for conservation of 
wild life in the state forests from 
Senator W. D. Harrison of Talla-
hassee. Three points emphasized 
in Senator Harrison's talk were 
that forest fires were destroying 
more birds than all the sportsmen 
put together; that wild life in the 
state must be conserved immed-
iatelf to prevent extinction of cer-
tain species and that the Ever-
glades national forest should be 
made Florida's greatest attrac-
tion to tourists. 
James B. Kelsey, of the U. S. 
biological society, spoke on the 
protection of migrating birds un-
der federal laws. He told of the 
establishment of rookeries in the 
state, naming two that contained 
more than half-million nesting 
birds. 
E. M. Davis, secretary of the 
Winter Park Bird club, gave a 
brief talk on banding birds and il-
lustrated his talk with several 
bird traps. Bird banding was first 
begun n '10, Mr. Davis stated, and 
in 1920 was taken over by the Bio-
logical survey of the U. S. 
Through them, permission must 
first be obtained to band the 
birds. He estimated that approx-
tely 250,000 birds are banded 
.Ily in the country. Dr. Eliza-
beth Kingsbury, president of the 
local club, also spoke 
subjects. 
Prof. A. J. Hanna, of Rollin 
College, general chairman of th 
Phi Mu's Hold Annual 
Founders' Day Feast 
Alpha Omega of Phi Mu had its 
annual Founders' Day banquet at 
the Perrydell last Monday night 
celebrating the 82d anniversary of 
Phi Mu at Weslyan College in 
Macon, Ga. Bertha Shannon, pre-
sident, acted as toastmistress. 
Miss Francis Bloodgood gave a 
talk on the fraternity. Marjorie 
Schulten and Marion Morrow read 
poems. Virginia Camp, Kathleen 
Shepherd, Virginia Orebaugh, 
Margaret Hubbard and Margaret 
Barnum presented a program of 
sorority songs. They were accom-
panied at the piano by Bertha 
Shannon. 
Elsa Hilderbrant was in charge 
of the banquet. About 40 were pre-
sent including actives, pledges 
and alumnae, Mrs. George Scuhl-
ten and Mrs. E. T. Brown. The 
banquet table was centered with 
a miniature of Weslyan College 
and a gilt chain. Pink and white 
cards trimmed with gilt added to 
the color motif. Bowls of pink car-
nations, sorority flower, were ar-
ranged effectively on the table. 
meeting, has announced that Win-
ter Park is named as the place of 
next year's meeting to be held on 
March 2. Mrs. Reinhard Sieden-
burg of Maitland was elected 
chairman of the entertainment 
committee for the 1935 meeting. 
Other officers elected to serve for 
the coming year with Mr. Long-
street were Mrs. William F. Black-
man, Winter Park; Mrs. R. J. 
Longstreet, Daytona Beach, and 
Mrs. E. E. Coulson, Leesburg. 
World Viewed at 
Rollins 
(Continued from Page 4) 
unlikely move, his case will pro-
bably be brought up in Chicago 
courts, but the probability is that 
he will seek refuge in another na-
tion before coming back to Am-
Recent changes in French gov-
ernment have been mentioned 
many times in this column, and, 
in regard to the present situation 
it is interesting to discover that 
Premier Gaston Doumergue, 70-
year-old statesman who has been 
successfully administering his 
duties for about three weeks, has, 
in part, followed the example set 
by Mussolini, Hitler and others, 
and is now practically enjoying 
dictatorial powers in France's 
monetary and tariff policies. 
Possibly this is the move which 
France needed to solve the diffi-
culties which have been so im-
minent of late. Certainly the pre-
sent state of affairs is far improv-
ed over conditions existing about 
two weeks ago in Paris. However, 
it is doubtful that Doumergue 
will ever equal in power the in-
fluence gained by Hitler or any 
other dictator. The French are far 
too eager to preserve their repub-
lic and democracy throughout the 
nation. 
Cincinnati, (U.P.) — Edward 
Tesse, newsboy, was awarded a 
verdict for $42,500 jointly against 
the city and the Cincinnati Street 
Railway Company for in^'uries 
which crippled him permanently 
when a street car and a police pa-
trol collided at a downtown comer 
July 20, 1932. 
O 1032. UniUd Er«u Auoclations. 
HOLLYWOOD, (U.P.)—Stroll-
ing along Hollywood boulevard— 
Dickie Moore's L Q. of 134 rates 
him as the smartest child in pic-
tures . . The average is 100 . . 
In his first picture, Enrico Caruso, 
Jr., wears some of his father's 
opera costumes . . Al Jolson col-
lects $7,500 for each broadcast. . 
Robert Montgomery quit polo on 
orders from his studio. 
Ted Healy's favorite game is 
hot foot . . .| Just a good clean 
practice of lighting matches un-
der a fellow's shoes when he isn't 
looking . . . Maureen O'Sullivan 
will return to Ireland this sum-
mer . . . Joan Crawford btuys all 
the new phonograph records. 
Mary Carlisle is a bird fan-
cier . . . Wallace Beery may go 
back to comedy . . . Ralph Bel-
lamy is a cousin of Eben Rex-
ford, author of "Silver Threads 
Among the Gold 
really laughs, wsJ. 
. . .When 
shake. 
Stuart Erwin was born on a 
farm near Hollywood . . . Karen 
Morley went to college in Las An-
geles . . . Jean Harlow lived next 
door to a studio for years before 
a picture career entered her 
mind , . . Myrna Loy and Irene 
Hervey went to high school to-
gether. . . . Robert Young has 
been a newspaper reporter, drug 
and bank clerk, salesman and 
stock company actor. 
Jean Parker got her screen 
start when a producer saw her 
picture on a parade float. . . . 
Muriel Evans has been all over 
the world. . . Corine Griffith 
walked out of her "comeback" 
picture claiming she was com-
pelled to act with her back to 
the camera. . . Richard Dix paid 
Director J. Walter Ruben a $25 
golf debt in pennies . . . Just to 
watch Ruben burn. 
Harry Brundidge, famed St. 
Louis reporter, has quit the 
movies and is going to China . . . 
Jeanette MacDonald made a lamp 
shade out of stamps off her for-
eign fan mail. 
T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R 
POWELL 
BEATS EIELD IN 
Outdistances Others by a 
Wide Margin to Lead 
Kappa Alpha Team to 
Victory 
In a field of thirteen contestants 
Tommy Powell, K. A. entrant 
proved that there is no such thing 
as bad luck where running in con-
cerned. Not only outdistancing 
Dick Washington, the favorite, he 
won by a good margin over Chick 
Prentice, X-Club star. 
At the starting gun Dick Wash-
ington was off a t a heartbreaking 
pace which was destined to force 
him out of the race. Although 
he managed to keep hisi lead over 
Powell for the first half mile, 
Tommy was running more easily 
as they turned towards Big Tree. 
The K. A. ace took the lead as 
they rounded Big Tree and kept it 
to the finish. Chick Prentice came 
from behind to take second, while 
Jim Tuverson nosed out Malone 
and Rogers in the last mile. 
Moore, X Club, took sixth and 
George Edwards accounted for 
seventh. 
The rest of the field finished in 
the following order: Lawton, Dem-
ing, Wetherell, Fuchs, MacGaffin, 
Goeiler, Solomons, Miller and 
Roth. 
The Intramural results were as 
follows: Powell, Malone, Rogers 
and George Miller accounted for 
20 points scored by the K. A.'s. X 
Club was second with 29 which 
Prentice, Moore, Deming and Mac 
Gaffin garnered. The'-a entries 
were Solomons, Edwards, Tuverson 
and Wetherell who hung up 34 
points, while thes Rho Lambda Nu 
team composed of Fuchs, Lawton, 
Goeiler and Roth accounted for 48 
points. Dick Washington, inedpen-
dent, did not finish the race. 
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Gold Cup Races For 
High Powered Boats 
Begin This Week End 
Palm Beach Fla. March 3.~The 
trio of Italian 12-litre speedboats 
which will meet a team of Gold 
Cup craft here next week end in 
the opening brush of the Interna-
tional 12-litre championship ser-
ies have a decided edge over their 
American rivals on the matter of 
straightaway speeds. Compared 
with the 12-litre class record of 
86 miles an hour over the measur-
ed mile, the best Gold Cup mark 
stands at 62.29 b. p. h. 
Most of the 12-litre speed mark; 
however, are made with special 
light hulls, in perfect water 
ditions. This accounts for 1 
one-mile speeds, compared 
their competition averages, which 
are slightly under the best Gold 
Cup records. 
Antonio Becchi, the Italian 
champion who is a member of the 
invading trio, has turned in 
best competition performance of 
any of the European 12-litre driv-
ers. Becchi has hit close to a milt 
a minute in both lap and total 
race averages. 
El Lagarto and Delphine IV hold 
the most recent Gold Cup records, 
but neither of these two craft will 
be in the running here next week 
end. El Lafarto has made a five 
mile lap in 61.973 m. p. h. and has 
averaged 60.866 for 30 miles. 
The Palm Beach 24—mile race 
between the Italian and American 
inboard racers in the 12-litre 
series will be the first real oppor-
tunity to compare the two classes 
in action. Measuring only 10.25 
litres, the Gold Cup! boats are noi 
supercharged, one of the outstand' 
ing features of the Italian craft. 
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Bob Enck proved himself master 
of the fairways last Monday after-
noon when he defeated Sid Carson, 
Miami ace, one up. Playing num-
ber one position,' Enck finished 
with a beautiful 73 for the round. 
Turning two down to Carson's 
sub-par 34, Enck played the in-
coming nine in 37 to defeat his 
Miami opponent. His two points 
and brilliant playing climaxed 
Rollins' one point victory over the 
University of Miami. 
His partner Burleigh Drum-
mond was a little out classed by 
George Chubb, his opponent and 
dropped three points in spite of his 
excellent 83, Chubb scoring a 79. 
In the four ball match, the Rol-
lins team managed to recapture 
the two holes they lost on the first 
nine and finish all even. Results 
of the number one foursome; Rol-
lins 3 and a half, Miami 5 and a 
half. 
In the second foursome the Rol-
lins players Tommy Johnson and 
Fred Newton succeeded in winning 
6 points out of the possible nine. 
Tommy Johnson, playing his 
first competitive round this sea-
PREVIEWS 
(Continued from Page 4) 
cufties with Columbia Artists 
Bureau services and haven't been 
heard on their usual sustaining 
feature for some weeks . . . NBC 
has a contract ready for them but 
they are tied up with Columbia for 
fifteen more months and fear an 
injunction if they t iy any tricks 
. . . Wayne King has signed; with 
Lady Esther for exclusive serv-
ices six nights per week through 
October 1935 . . . Palmolive is 
forming the first radio dramatic 
stock company which will make its 
first appearance on March 26 and 
plans to present such old stand-
son, found the going a little tough 
and dropped three points to John 
Slocum of Miami. Slocum scored 
85 for the round, Johnson taking 
90. 
Fred Newton easily defeated his 
opponent Jack Freedman, who was 
a little off his game. Finishing 
with a 75, Newton took three 
points from Freedman who scor-
ed an 89. 
In the four ball match Newton 
and Johnson won three points also. 
A large gallery witnessed Rol-
lins' second home game. There 
will be two more matches next 
term, Rollins playing in Gaines-
ville on the 19th of this month. 
The scoring, as in all varsity 
matches, was based on the Nassau 
system, that is, one point for the 
first nine holes, one for the sec-
ond, and one for the whole 18. In-
dividual match play and best ball 
make it possible for a team, two 
men, to win nine points. The half 
points are a result of a tie. 
The Rollins team looks good, 
and if a tour can be arranged it 
should hold its own even among 
the best of the Northern teams. 
bys as Robin Hood, The Birth of a 
Nation, and The Four Horsemen of 
the Apocalypse. . . Victor Young's 
orchestra soon goes on for Chev-
rolet while funnyman Jack Benny 
takes on the burden of selling Gen-
eral Tires . . Wheeler and Woolsey 
are set to sign up for an unnamed 
sponsor as soon as a capable gag-
man can be found . . . Jack Pearl 
now broadcasts for Royal Gelatine 
from coast to coast, 19 new sta-
tions having been added to the net-
work for his weekly Munchausen 
tales . . . Guy Lombardo, still the 
hit of the coast at the Ambassa-
dor Cocoanut Grove, will occupy 
the Starlight Roof of the Waldorf-
Astoria during the spring and 
summer. 
LEAVE ON IBIP 
B i g U n i v e r s i t i e s on Roll 
S c h e d u l e s 
Four Rollins fencers left Monday 
afternoon on a fencing trip to the 
North. On their schedule are; 
Princeton, N. Y. U., M. L T., Har-
vard, Yale, Boston College, Penn, 
and Brown. Prof. Roney, coach, 
is accompanying them and the four 
men chosen were Chick Prent 
Olcott Dem 
aptain Hall was 
WOMEN IN SPORTS 
Jack MacGaffii 
and Dave Both( 
unable to go. 
Prentice will engage in foil 
sabre and eppe contests, MacGaf-
fin in foil and epee, Deming ii 
foil and sabre while Bothe wi] 
meet sabre and epee fencers. Th' 
matches have been successful thi. 
year, and it is predicted that the 
team will come out on top in the 
majority of these contests. 
Waterway Brings 
Many Boats to Fla. 
St. Petersburg, Fla., March 3.— 
The Great Lakes to Gulf water-
way from Lake Michigan via the 
Mississippi has brought an in-
crease in northern pleasure boats 
to the St. Petersburg harbor this 
A far greater number of Great 
Lakes owners brought their craft 
south last fall than ever before and 
a tremendous seasonal pleasui-e 
boat traffic is expected to develop 
on the waterway in the future. 
The river and canal system from 
the Gulf to the Great Lakes; the 
New York state barge canal and 
Federal Eastern inland canal sys-
tem down the Atlantic coast now 
provide a continuous navigable 
waterway for a cruise around the 
entire eastern half of the United 
With the two hockey elevens 
chosen, three matches this week 
should provide plenty of thrills for 
the hockey enthusiast. 
The Odd team has been featured 
by the flashy playing in the for-
ward line by Lawry and Knowlton 
while Rickey and Manwaring mix 
it up with opposing lines when 
play is carried to the goal. The 
Evens have a bag of tricks in the 
scoring line which Twitchell and 
stein drew byes in the first round 
there is only one match carded for 
this week. However, there will also 
be consolation matches played at 
the same time as the champion-
ship matches. Losers of first 
matches will be matched against 
each other in this flight. 
The pairings for the second' 
round will be as follows: Manwar^l 
"ng to play the winner of thei 
Pendexter-Litchtenstein 
Rogers figure vhile 
)Ieman and Babs Connor 
em up. 
The complete line-ups are 
ODDS 
Lawry 
Keywan , 
Rickey „_ 
Mower ___ 
Manwaring -
Plumb 
Smith 
RW 
CH 
RH 
- LH 
LF 
EVENS 
Twitchell RT 
Jenkins __ 
Rogers 
Murphy 
Williams — 
LI 
- - -. LW 
„_. LH 
- - G 
match;! 
he games will be played on 
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons 
1 o'clock on Harper-Sheppard 
Field. 
Nine women golfers qualified 
last week for the Winter golf 
championship. They scored in the 
following order: Pendexter—95; 
LeRoy—102; Jones—103; Wood— 
106; Manwaring—109; Cushman— 
110; Jaeke l—l l l ; Trueblood—119; 
1 Lichtenstein—123. Inasmuch 
all but Pendexter and Lichten-
Jaekel to play Mary Li 
Pete Wood is matched 
Barbara Trueblood and Elieni 
Cushman against Jane LeRoy.ji 
Jane LeRoy the defending cham-
pion has shown steady improve-
ment in all departments and pro-'^'' 
mises to put up a good fight for^' 
the championship. 
The dancing class gave a recital 
last Saturday at the Azalea Gar-!^ '" 
den on Lake Maitland. Two soloalJ^ 
were featured during the after-!?'? 
noon. Sara Harbottle, garbed in aijf*^ '"' 
orange costume, did an interpreta-^' 
tion of a Brahms waltz and lai<trf^ ' 
them in the aisles. Barbara Par-fl^ "^  
sons did a scarf dance which waaiifti' 
followed by a similar dance ins'*'" 
which the ensemble, Dorothy Loffl.' 
Goeiler and the two Hammond!'''^ 
girls figured. ;eeri 
The Winter swimming meet wilF "^" 
be held next Monday afternoon if^ ^^  
the weather permits. There will be"*^ ^ 
a list of events posted in the Phyi"^ 
sical Education office later in the'^' 
week. Swimmers are urged to -^"" 
enter at least one event. '^ '^  
, 'JJDI; 
One Candle for Century -" ( 
St. Louis, (U.P.)—Three candIesw:tM 
-one a big one—adorned th* si*)' 
irthday cake of Mrs. Malinda*?''. t 
French, who celebrated her \^ln^f& a 
birthday recently. The one bi?"-' 
candle, she explained, was tflfi^ ar 
mark the century and the smaUeeivagi 
ones for the two other years. Mr3ps.lt 
French came here in 1836. iilwe 
Men and women 
say They Satisfy^ 
FOR SOMETHING to "satisfy" you, means that it pleases you 
—that it's what you want. This 
applies to cigarettes or anything. 
A cigarette has to taste right— 
not raw or too sweet. For a ciga-
rette to "satisfy" it has to be mild 
— not strong, not harsh. 
You can prove for yourself 
whether a cigarette is milder— 
whether a cigarette tastes better. 
And it's because smokers 
can prove these things 5'^  
about Chesterfield that so 
many men and women 
say they satisfy. Try them. m^^^ 
\ i 
^^  
01>34 , UGGBTT 8C Mruts TOBACCO C O . 
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